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Cooling due to infrared radiation near temperature inversions 
is investigated. Temperature inversions tend to hold pollution 
below the inversion level. The pollution itself may contribute 
to the stability of the inversion by selectively cooling certain 
portions of the atmosphere. A method is developed for evaluating 
infrared cooling rates at discreet points in the atmosphere. 
Several sample calculations are given to demonstrate the effects 
of variations of absorber concentration and lapse rate. 
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It has been pointed out by several researchers, e.g. MOLLER 
(1941) and FEIGLSON (1965), that cooling and heating of the atmosphere 
by infrared radiation may considerably affect the formation and 
stability of certain atmospheric conditions. Frequently, the 
atmosphere over a city is characterized by a temperature inversion 
aloft. The temperature lapse rate below an elevated inversion can 
easily be superadiabatic which allows bubbles of warm air (containing 
gaseous and particulate pollution) to rise through the superadiabatic 
zone. Upon reaching the subadiabatic lapse rate of the inversion 
the bubble may overshoot the level slightly and then mix horizontally 
thus causing a stratified layer of haze. The air displaced from the 
top of the layer is absorbed into lower altitude layers and the haze 
can remain near the inversion. Along with the abrupt change in 
particle concentration at the inversion, there may also be a sharp 
change in the water vapor content. Both of these conditions may 
lead to radiational cooling which would tend to perpetuate the 
inversion. 
To evaluate the effects of radiational cooling at and near 
abrupt changes in absorber concentration~, it is necessary to 
develop some sort of scheme to characterize the transfer of radiation 
through the atmosphere. Some of the commonly used methods for 
evaluating radiational heating and cooling rates involve the 
calculation of a radiation balance at several levels and then, 
2 
using a good deal of intuition, arrive at the rate of change of 
temperature with time. It would be an asset to have a method of 
quickly determining approximate heating and cooling rates for a 
given set of atmospheric conditions. Given such a method one could 
evaluate the relative importance of radiational heating and cooling 
with respect to the stability of certain pollution conditions. 
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II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS AND BASIS OF TECHNIQUES 
A. THERMAL STRUCTURE OF THE TROPOSPHERE 
The lower 10 kilometers of the atmosphere~ or troposphere~ 
is usually characterized by a decrease in temperature with increase 
in altitude up to about 10 km where the stratosphere begins. This 
vertical temperature gradient, or lapse rate (y) where 
y = - ·~] II-1 
determines whether the troposphere is statically stable or unstable. 
If a parcel of air displaced a very small distance from its 
initial location tends to return to that position, then the atmosphere 
is called statically stable. If after such a displacement~ the 
parcel is again in equilibrium then the atmosphere is called adiabatic.-
A parcel of air that tends to remain in motion after a displacement 
indicates a statically unstable atmosphere. 
l. THE HYDROSTATIC EQUATION 
If p represents the mass per unit volume of a packet of 
a 
air in the atmosphere~ then the force due to gravity acting on the 
packet is p g, where g is the gravitational acceleration. The hydrostatic 
a 
pressure (p) at any given height (z) will then be 
p = p g d~ a 
II-2 
where (~) is a dummy variable of integration. If we take the partial 
derivative of p with respect to z, while the lateral coordinates and 
time are held constant, the result is called the hydrostatic 
equation, 




where the minus sign appears as a result of z being the lower limit 
of the integral in equation II-2. Equation II-3 is usually written 
as 
- ( ap/ a~) = Pa II-4 
where ~is the geopotential (~I: g d~), to take into account the 
changing gravitational acceleration. However, such corrections may 
be neglected for our purposes. 
2. ATMOSPHERIC STABILITY 
The equation of state for an ideal gas is 
where (v) is the 
constant, and (T) 
pv = R T 
m 
or v = R T/p 
m 
specific volume <=1 ), (R ) is the molecular gas 
Pa m 
is the absolute temperature. If we use the gas 
II-5 
law, and consider that the net upward force per unit volume of air 
(F) on a parcel of air of density (p') imbedded in air of density 
v a 
(pa) is given by 
F = (p -p' )g 
v a a 
then we can equate the force to an upward acceleration (a) 
F 
v 
a = = P' a p ' a 
II-6 
II-7 
Substituting the ideal gas law, noting that (v _ l/pa) or 
(p =p/R T), results in 
a m 





In the atmosphere, each parcel of gas is in pressure equilibrium 
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II-8 
with the surrounding gas and p ~ p', which after multiplying equation 
II-8 top and bottom by TT' leads to 
II-9 
For infinitesimal, quasi-static processes the first law of 
thermodynamics can be written as 
dQ = dU + p dv II-lO 
where (dQ) is an inexact differential representing the heat added 
to the system, and (dU) is the change in internal energy. The 
differential of internal energy is related to the specific heat of 
an ideal gas at constant volume (c ) and temperature by 
v 
dU = c dT 
v 
Also, it can be shown that 
R = c - c 
m p v 
!I-ll 
II-12 
where (c ) is the specific heat at constant pressure. In the case p 
under consideration, the system is approximately adiabatic implying 
that dQ=O, and substituting this condition into equation II-lO and 
letting dU=c dT, 
v 
c dT + p dv = 0 
v 
For an ideal gas v=R T/p and 
rn 
dv = R edT - Tdp) 
rn p 2 p 
















p = 0 








~ = 0 p 
~ = 0 
p 
which can be integrated to give 
Rrn 






Substituting equation II-3 into II-16, multiplying by T, and dividing 
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which is defined as the adiabatic lapse rate (r) 







For a displaced parcel of air, the final temperature of the 
parcel (T') would be given by 
T' = T - r~z 
0 





displacement. The temperature of the area that the parcel moved into 
would be given by 
T = T - y~z II-22 
0 
where (y) is the actual lapse rate as in equation II-1. Substituting 
equations II-21 and II-22 into II-9 we obtain the upward acceleration 
(a), 
g~z 
a = - -- (r-y) T 







= - <r-y > T 
the downward acceleration of the displaced parcel of air per unit 
II-23 
II-24 
geopotential. This shows that the atmosphere is statically stable 
if s is positive, i.e. r>y and unstable if r<y. 
z 
The potential temperature (a) is defined as that temperature 
which a parcel of air, of initial temperature (T) would attain were 







Tp cp = a(lOOO mb) cp = constant 
R /c 
a = T(lOOO mb/p) m p II-25 
Differentiating with respect to (z) we obtain 
ae aT R /c R ( 1000 ~Rm/ cp )-l 
dZ = 
(1000) m p +T~ 
az p c p 
p Rm 
Dividing both sides by T( 1090 )C.p 
or 
p 
R 1 ae 1 aT m 1 ap 
_T_(_l_O_o_o_. Rffi-/"7'"c_P_ az - T az - c P 2 az 
p ) p p 
1 ae 
e az = 
1 aT Rm 




Since -(~)=p g and p=p/R T 
az a m 
and 
1 ae = 1 CaT + _g_ > 





az = T cr-y) = sz = a1ne az 
8 
a 1000 (1/p) 
az 
II-26 
We see that s >0 if the potential temperature increases with height 
z 
(requirement for a statically stable atmosphere), and an unstable 
atmosphere is indicated if a decreases with altitude. 
The adiabatic lapse rate (f), which we have been discussing, is 
the dry-adiabatic lapse rate (i.e. excluding the condensation of water 
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' 
Temperature gradients are frequently grouped into two classes; 
lapse and inversion. Lapse is defined to include superadiabatic 
and adiabatic lapse rates and some or all subadiabatic lapse rates. 
' 
' 
It should be noted that lapse and inversion are not strictly synonomus 
with instability and stability. 
The saturation adiabatic lapse rate, for air saturated with 
water vapor, is smaller than the dry-adiabatic rate because of the 
release of the latent heat of condensation as the air parcel ascends 
and cools and varies with temperature and height. The diagrams in 
Figure II-l illustrate various lapse conditions and indicates their 
names and effects. 
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An inversion is characterized by the heights of its base and 
top, and the value of the lapse rate. As shown in Figure II-2, the 
inversion base may be either at the ground or aloft and more than 




The temperature lapse rate often varies significantly with height. 
Above a surface inversion, the lapse rate may be zero or positive. 
A surface inversion, commonly observed at night with clear skies and 
weak winds, is frequently due to cooling of the ground by radiation 
and exchange of heat between the ground and lower air layers. Above 
a surface adiabatic or superadaibatic layer, the lapse rate may be 
zero or negative. This condition is frequently observed for an hour 
11 
or two after sunrise, when solar heat-ing of the ground and subsequent 
convective mixing of the layer nearest the surface have converted 
a deep surface inversion into a shallow layer of adiabatic or super 
adiabatic lapse rate with an isothermal layer or inversion above. 
In the coastal regions of southern California it has been observed 
that an inversion with base height, on the average, some hundreds 
of meters above the surface, is present as a semipermanent feature 
of the large scale circulation (AIR POLLUTION VOLUME I). 
B. RADIATION IN THE ATMOSPHERE 
1. TYPES OF RADIATION 
Energy transfer by radiation is of extreme importance in 
the earth-atmosphere system. Radiant energy from the sun supplies 
the earth with 1.79 x 1024 ergs/second. The energy leaving the 
earth-atmosphere system must be largely radiational in nature, and must 
be equal to the total input to prevent continued heating or cooling. 
This is pointed out by the fact that the system as a whole is in 
long term equilibrium. Local and short term atmospheric anomalies, 
as well as long term and widespread effects, may arise from the 
interaction of radiation with the atmosphere. 
The types of radiation of interest are solar radiation, which is 
very nearly that of a black body at 6000°K, and terrestial radiation 
which approximates the radiation from a 300°K black body. It is 
convenient that the radiational energy distribution of a 6000°K black 
body and a 300oK black body are, for practical purposes, separated in 
wavelength as shown in Figure II-3. 
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NORMALIZED BLACK-BODY INTENSITY PER UNIT WAVELENGTH 
FIGURE Il-3 
This separation allows the effects of solar and terrestial 
radiation to be studied separately. The curves in Figure II-3 
were taken from Planck's Law of Black Body Radiation with the maximum 
intensity being normalized to one. Planck's Law states that the 
monochromatic intensity (IA) is given by 
II-27 
where (c) is the velocity of light, (A) is the wavelength, (k) is 
Boltzmann's constant, (T) is absolute temperature, and (h) is Planck's 
constant. By integrating Planck's Law over all wavelengths the 
Stephan-Boltzmann Law for Black Body Intensity (I) is derived, 
II-28 
where (b) is a constant. Since radiation from a black body is 
isotropic, integration over a hemispherical (2~) solid angle <w>, 
with azimuthal angle (e) in spherical coordinates, gives the radiational 
13 
flux density (B, the energy crossing a unit area in a unit time) 
from a black body 
B --J2lf I cose dw 
0 
Jlf/2 = 21r I sine cose de 
0 
and 
B ::: crT4 II-29 
where cr=0.817xlO-lO cal.cm- 2min- 1°K-4 • 
To work with radiation fields and their effects on various 
materials, it is necessary to consider the monochromatic absorptivity, 
transmissivity, and reflectivity (aA, TA, and rA respectively) of 
the materials. These quantities are the ratios of the absorbed, 
transmitted, and reflected monochromatic flux densities to the 
incident monochromatic flux densities. Also of importance is the 
monochromatic emissivity (eA) which is the ratio of the emitted 
monochromatic flux density to the flux density expected from a black 
body with the same temperature. Kirchoff's Law states that 
II-30 
and it is also true that 
= 1 II-31 
14 
The emitted flux density of a black body radiator varies only 
with the fourth power of the temperature. For a non-black body it 
is sometimes possible to determine an average emissivity (e) and 
write the flux from the "gray body" (Bg) as 
B g 
- 4 
= e crT 
Beer's Law of Absorption describes the effect of a layer of 
absorbing material of geometric thickness dz and density p ~ on a 
w 
parallel beam of monochromatic radiation of initial intensity J~ 
0 
from a direction e as shown in Figure II-4. 
0 
dl = sec0 dz 
SCHE~~TIC OF BEER'S LAW 
FIGURE II-4 
II-32 
The mass absorption coefficient (ki) is defined as the fractional ). 
change of monochromatic intensity per unit mass of absorbing material 











J = -kA. sec 
to give 
Defining an increment of optical depth (dw) 
it can be seen that 
dw = p dl 
w 
Putting II-35 into II-34 results in 
e w 
and if the optical depth (w) is measured along the direction of 
the radiation, e is zero and sec 8 = 1 giving 
which is the usual form of Beer's Law. 





It is generally true that a relatively small amount (about 17%) 
of impingent solar short wave radiation is absorbed directly by the 
16 
atmosphere. The rest of it is absorbed by the earth's surface or 
reflected back into space. On the other hand, about 95% of the 
infrared radiation emitted by the earth is absorbed in the atmosphere 
and then reradiated back toward the earth or into outer space. The 
global mean value of solar radiation flux at the top of the atmosphere 
(0.5 Cal cm- 2 min-l) is energetically approximately the same as the 
flux emitted by the earth's surface (0.572 Cal cm-2 min-l on the 
average). Thus it can be seen that the mechanisms of infrared 
absorption and emission are usually of considerably more importance 
in atmospheric phenomena than is the absorption of solar radiation. 
For this reason, and others to be mentioned later, we will confine 
our investigation of transfer of radiation in the atmosphere to those 
wavelengths associated with terrestial radiation. 
The most important infrared absorber and emitter in clear air 
is water vapor. Other absorbers of interest include co 2 , ozone, 
liquid water (clouds and fog), and pollution both gaseous and particulate. 
A schematic representation of the absorption spectrum, for terrestial 
radiation, for a thin layer of moist air at sea level (no clouds or 
pollution) is given in Figure II-5. The dotted line in Figure II-5 
is the normalized energy distribution for radiation from a 300°K black 
body. The ordinate value of the absorption curve for a particular 
wavelength, relative to the corresponding value of the black body 
curve, is the percentage absorption at that wavelength. The region 
between 7 and 14 microns of wavelength is known as the atmospheric 
window, and a certain percentage of the energy radiated at these 
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To determine the I.R. flux density at a particular height in 
the atmosphere it is necessary to consider flux density as a function 
of the vertical temperature distribution and the absorbing-emitting 
characteristics of the atmosphere. A general approach to the problem 
is to determine the monochromatic intensity arriving at the level 
of interest (reference level) from a horizontal slab, or stratified 
layer, of optical thickness dw in a direction (6), i.e. (dJeAw). 
Expressing the quantity in terms of flux density and integrating out 
e, results in the monochromatic flux dJ from the ent~re slab AW • • 
Next, one would integrate over all wavelengths to get the total flux 
contribution of the slab dJ . This is the difficult step as it 
w 
requires a detailed knowledge of the absorption coefficients for all 
wavelengths. Finally, integration over all the horizontal slabs would 
result in the total flux density at the reference level (J). 
A knowledge of the flux density at all levels of the atmosphere 
is necessary to determine accurately the details of the radiation 
balance of the earth-atmosphere system, and it is toward this end 
that a great deal of the work in this field has been applied. It is 
also possible to consider the effects of IR absorption and emission 
leading to heating and cooling of various layers of the atmosphere. 
3. RADIATIONAL HEATING 
To discuss the mechanisms of radiational heating it is 
convenient to define the net flux at a given level (F ) as the n 
difference between the upward flux from the layers of atmosphere 
be1ow (U) and the downward f1ux from layers above (G), i.e. 
F - U - G 
n 
If the law of conservation of energy is applied to a stratified 
19 
II-37 
slab of air, and the net flux (F ) is different at one edge of the 
n 
layer as compared to the other edge of the same layer, then the 
energy lost or gained by the layer must manifest itself by a coo1ing 
or heating of the layer in the absence of other non-adiabatic processes. 
It has been shown by KONDRAT'YEV (1965) and others that the 
rate of change of temperature with time (t) for a given 1ayer of air 
with density (pa)' due to the effects of radiation, is given by 
VF 
n 
where VF is the vector divergence of the net flux (F ). For 
n n 
II-38 
practical purposes the net flux changes only in a vertical direction 
and 
II-39 
To use this result it is necessary to develope a method of calculating 
the transfer of radiation flux in the atmosphere. 
4. APPROXIMATE FLUX TRANSFER EQUATION 
Kondrat'yev derived equation II-40 to describe the transfer 
of radiant energy in a steady field of radiation for the case of local 
thermodynamic equilibrium. 
JJA(z,r') yA(z;r',r) dw'- (kA+aA)JA 
II-40 
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Where (JA) is the intensity of monochromatic radiation of wavelength 
(A), {6) is the angle made by the beam with the vertical, (pw) is 
the density of the substance absorbing the radiation, {z) is vertical 
height, (kA) and (crA) are mass absorption and scattering coefficients 
respectively, (!A) is the Planckian intensity, and (yA) is a ;function 
characterizing the law of scattering. The quantity l/4n yA (z;r' ,r) 
is equal to the fraction of radiant energy incident upon the scattering 
volume from the direction r' which is scattereQ in the direction r 
and the integral extends over all possible directions of r' in the 
solid angle (w). The following development, beginning with equation 
II-40 and extending through equation II-53 and the associated radiation 
chart, is outlined by Kondrat'yev. Comments and intermediate steps 
have been inserted to clarify the development and provide continuity~ 
Equations denoted by a cross (t) are given explicitly by Kondrat'yev. 
For the conditions of n.egligible absorption of solar radiation, 
and negligible scattering of thermal radiation, equation II-40 reduces to 
where the variables are the same as in II-40, and (!A) represents 
the Plankian intensity emitted by a black body at the temperature 
II-41 t 
of the absorbing material with absorption coefficient (kA),and (JA) 
is the flux that is passing through the absorbing material. 
It is convenient to break up the radiation into downward and 
upward parts, 
for 
where (G~) is the intensity of monochromatic radiation in a downward 
21 
direction (from the upper hemisphere of air layers) and (UA) is the 
intensity in an upward direction (from the layers below) giving 
for n 0 < 8 < 
-2 
Due to the fact that cos(n-8)=-cos 8, equation II-41 transforms 
into the following two equations 
It should be noted that equations II-42 apply only to parallel 
beam monochromatic radiation. 
The intensity of radiation emitted by a layer of absorbing 
material may be converted to an emitted flux by integrating over 
a hemisperical solid angle of 2n and considering the emitted 
intensity as dependent on sec e. It turns out that for extremely 
small optical thicknesses the emitted flux is twice the emitted 
II-42 t 
intensity since absorption by the intervening material is very small. 
For large optical thicknesses, radiation emitted by the slab becomes 
black body radiation for all directions and emitted flux equals 
emitted intensity. It has been shown by a number of authors, e.g. 
FLEAGLE and BUSINGER (l963),that for values of optical thickness 
in the range of interest in the atmosphere the emitted flux is 
approximately equal to 1.6 times the parallel beam emission. Using 
this approximation, equations II-42 may be used to describe diffuse 
22 
monochromatic radiation providing that the zenith angle (8) be 
considered as 0~ and IA is replaced by BA, the monochromatic. 
Planckian flux~ and (GA) and (UA) are considered as fluxes rather 
than intensities~ in the downward and upward directions. Also, the 
absorption (or emission) function or the absorbing (emitting) mass 
should be multiplied by 1.6 when the equations are applied. 
From the above assumptions, approximate radiative transfer 
equations for monochromatic radiation may be written as total 
derivatives with respect to z since the 8 dependance is removed, 
thus 
dGA ( z) 
_..;....;.._ __ = 
dz 
dUA(z) 
= dz k,p [B (z) - U (z)] 1\ w A A II-43 
To transform these equations further~ it is necessary to 
develope a scheme for determining the absorption coefficient (kA). 
Two rules for the behavior of atmospheric absorption spectra have 
been proposed. The "square root law" is used by ELSASSER (1942) 
to describe the absorption of nonoverlapping line spectra. In 
actuality most absorption lines overlap~ and the "exponential law" 
of absorption is widely used for describing the absorption of long 
wave radiation in the atmosphere. In this scheme the entire infrared 
absorption spectrum is broken up into a large number (25-30) of 
sufficiently narrow spectral regions in each of which the absorption 
coefficient is independent of the wavelength. For each region 
(j) the absorption is given by Beer's Law 
-k·w J.::J. e·J 
J Jo 




l<. == - ln-J w J. 
J 
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If the number of spectral regions is (n) and the j th region receives 
a p. th f~actional p~t of the radiant energy falling upon the layer 
J 
of the absorbing material, the mean absorption function (Af) can be 
w~itten as 
A :: 1 -f 
n }: 
j=l 
-k·w p. e J 
J 
II-44 t ~ 
whe~e (k.) is the mean mass absorption coefficient over the interval (j). 
J 
With a knowledge of a usable absorption function it is possible 
to integrate the transfer equations II-43 over all wavelengths. 
Using summation instead of integration, and summing over all wave-
lengths f~om 0 to co (actually, the only wavelengths of current 
interest are those in the atmospheric infrared spectrum, since we 
a~e excluding solar radiation), the following results 
00 00 
~z L G A = 
A =0 
L k p G - L k PwB 
A=O X w A A=O A .A 
00 
£__\ 
d !.. u, 
z A=O 1\ 
co 
= t=o k~pwB>.. - I=o k >..Pw~ >. II-45 
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These sums are sums of very narrow but finite spectral intervals 
where Beer's Law of Absorption applies. 
If the intervals in the summations are arranged in groups with 
similar absorption coefficients, rather than by ascending frequency 
(that is, the j th interval is composed of sub-intervals which may 
be drawn from widely separated spectral regions, but they cover 
only a narrow range of absorption coefficients) the mean absorption 
coefficient is over a smoother set of absorption coefficients in 
each interval. As a result, the mean absorption function is more 
well defined since the mean absorption coefficients are smoother 
and better defined. Using such a grouping, putting ink., and breaking 
J 
up the black body flux (B=dT4 ) into contributions due to each interval 
(B.=p.B), equations II-45 representing each interval (j) become 
J J 
dG. 
dzJ = k. p (G. -p .B) J w J J 
dU. 
~dz = k.p (p.B-U.) 
J w J J 
II-46 
To integrate equations II-46 it is necessary to assume boundary 
conditions. Such conditions might be 
G. = 0 
J 
at 
U. = e p.B + (1-e)G. 
J J J 
j = l, 2, 3, ... n 
z = z 
co 
where (e) is the gray body emissivity of the earth's surface, the 
reflectivity from Kirchoff's Law and equation II-31 is (1-e), 
z is 
co 
the tropopause altitude, and e: 0 
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is the thermal roughness or the height of the effective radiation 
surface of the earth assuming that the earth-atmosphere interface 
-5 is in local thermodynamic equilibrium (E may vary from 10 em to 
0 
10 em for surfaces such as smooth glass or tall grass respectively). 
By introducing the optical depth 
w =fa p d}J w or dw dz = Pw 




__J_dw = k.(G. - p.B) J J J 
dU. 
_J_ = k. (p .B - U.) 
dw J J J 
G. = 0 
J 
at 
u. = ep.B + <1-e)G. J J J 
(j = l, 2, 3, ..• n) 
w = w 
co 
at w = w 
0 
II-47 
Considering the first of equations II-47 as a normal first order 
nonhomogeneous differential equation and multiplying through by (dw) 
-k·w 




J [dG.(w) - k.G.(w)dw] = 














Integrating both sides from w to w , 
00 
the left side results in 
-k.w -k.w 
J OD J G.(w ) e - G.(w) e · 
J OD J 
or, considering the boundary condition 
-k.w 
-G.(w) e J 
J 
[G. (w )=0] just J 00 
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The right side of the equation requires a change of the variable (w) 
to a dummy variable(~) (to avoid confusion) and integration by parts 
with 
udv = uv - Jvdu 
u = p .B( ~) 
J 
dv = d( 61-kj 11) 




= p dB d, j d lJ ... 




p.B(~) e J 
J 
dB -k. ll 
- e J dJJ d~ 
-G. (w) e 
J 
-k w j 
w 
-k w -k·w 
= p.B(w00 ) e j 00 - p.B(w) e j J J 
J' woo dB - k j ll 
- pj d~ e d~ 
w 
k.w 
and multiplying through by (-e J ) gives 
-k. (w00-W) 
G.(w) = p.B(w) - p.B(w00 ) e J 
J J J 
+ p. 
J J
woo dB.e-kj(~-w) d~ 
d~ 
w 
(j = 1, 2, 3, ... n) 
II-48 
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Considering the second of equations Il-47 and the associated boundary 
condition 
dU.(w) + k.U.(w) dw = k.p. Bdw 
J J J J J 
and 
U. = e p. B + (1-e)G. 
J J J at w = w 0 
steps analogous to those used on the first equation, with integrating 
( k.w factor e J ) and integration from (w ) to (w), result in 
0 
k.w 
U.(w) e J 
J 
k.w 
- U.(w ) e J 
k.w 
= p.B(w) e J 
k.w 
- p.B(w ) e J 0 
J 0 J 0 J 
dB k.lJ 
- e J dJJ dlJ 
By putting in the boundary condition (with Gj(w0 ) being evaluated 
from equation II-48), multiplying through by (e-kjw), and performing 
some algebraic simplification we obtain 
U. (w) 
J 
-k.(w-w ) -k.w 
= p.B(w) - (l-e)(e J 0 )(p. B(w ) e J co 
J ] co 










But for levels well above 
above equation to 
-k lJ -k.w -k.(w-w ) 










p. B(w) - (1-e)[p.B(w ) e J ~- p. 
J J ~ J Jw~ -klJ dB -e dlJ -k.w dlJ]e J 
w 
- p. 
J r w dB - k . ( W-lJ ) - e J dll dlJ 
0 
II-49 
(j = 1, 2, 3, ... n) 
Now let us recall equation II-39 describing the heating rate and 
substitute into it the transfer equations II-47, resulting in 
[k.(U.-p.B) + k.(G.-p.B)] 
~ J J J J J 
Then the use of the integrated equations for (U.) and (G.) (II-48 
J J 
and II-49) in w coordinates allows the heating rate to be written 
n aT 
= - p {B(w ) w ~ 2 
-k. (w -w) 






-k. ( J.l-w) 
p.k. e J dlJ 
J J j=l 
[ dB n + ct I p.k. 
lJ j =1. J J 
0 
II-50 t 
Where the approximations e=l and w =0 have been made in equation II-49. 
0 
These approximations are justifiable since the earth is very nearly a 
black body and the ground temperature may be adjusted to offset any 
errors. 
If the reflectivity of a substance is negligible, then the 
transmissivity from Kirchoff's Law is equal to one minus the absorptivity, 
and the transmission function (Pf) is equal. to one minus the mean 
absorption function 
l - A f 










P. e J 
J 
-k.w 
P. e J 
J 
Now it is interesting to note that some of the derivatives of the 
(Pf) function are 
= 
















-k. (w -w) J 00 
-k.(lJ-W) 
p.k. e J 





k e J p. . 
J J 
and that the quantities on the right side of these equations are 
found in the heating rate equation II-50. Substituting in these 
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derivatives in place of the summations in the heating rate equation 
results in 
-dP_(~w-00_-_w_) + Jw oo = - p {B(w ) f 
w oo dw 
w 
+ JW dPf(W-J.l) 
dw 
0 
or changing to integrals over B(w) 
aT 





--d=-w--- dB + 




- J.l dJ.l 
II-51 t 
II-52 t 







_...:d:_w ___ .::_ 0 ' and 
heating rate equation II-52 can be 






dB + JB(o) 
B(w) 
written as 
dB } II-53 t 
This selection of signs permits a numerical or graphical solution of 
the integrals in the B(w), dPf/dw coordinate system. The temperature 
change from equation II-53 has three physically meaningful components. 
The first term on the right represents the cooling due to radiation 
into outer space. The second term gives the cooling due to the 
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radiation balance at the reference level with respect to the atmosphere 
above, and the third term is the heating due to the radiation balance 
with respect to the atmosphere below. 
Some time should be spent in explaining how to evaluate the 
integrals in equation II-53, both graphically and numerically. The 
integrals can be interpreted as areas on a chart with a B(w), dPf/dw 
coordinate system (See Figure II-7). The areas representing the 
first two integrals are negative, and the last positive, contributions 
to the total area. The total area obtained is multiplied by p /c p 
w p a 
to give the heating rate. The ordinate of such a chart is simply the 
numerical value of dPf/dw which has units of cm 2/gram. These units 
arise from the facts that the optical depth (w) has units of gm/cm2 , 
the absorption function (Af) is unitless, and 
=- --dw 
It is necessary to know dPf/dw as a function of w and it is convenient 
to label the ordinate of the chart in terms of w, thus providing a 
monographic conversion of w (which is a number that can be obtained 
from sounding data) to units of dPf/dw. Of course, labeling the 
ordinate in terms of w requires knowledge of the relation between w 
and dPf/dw, and the chart in a given form is usable only so long as 
this relationship is valid. The abscissa is in units of cal/cm2 min 
which are the units of B(w). Since 
4 B(w) = crT 
it is convenient to label the abscissa in terms o£ temperature so that 
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the physical distance between T1 and T2 represents the radiant power 
4 4 difference [cr(T2 - T1 )]. 
To use the chart it is necessary to have data giving the 
temperature and absorber concentration as a function of altitude. A 
reference level (the altitude at which the heating rate is desired) 
is picked and this altitude, along with the entire range of altitudes 
in the troposphere, is converted to the temperature of each respective 
level. To plot the points on the chart, one must determine, from 
sounding data or a model, the optical depth (and thus dPf/dw) between 
the temperature point being plotted and the reference level temperature. 
A schematic plot of an atmosphere in which temperature and absolute 
humidity decreases with height is shown in Figure II-6. Each area 
shows the sign which should be used when adding it to the total area. 
If the temperature is not monotonically decreasing with height the 
curve will be multivalued at certain temperatures and one must take 
care to assign the proper algebraic sign before adding the contribution 
due to an area with increasing temperature. The total area obtained 
is multiplied by {p /c p ) for the reference level to give the heating 
w p a 
rate, a positive result indicates heating and a negative result 
cooling. 
A blank chart with a linear ordinate labeled in percentage values 
. 
is given in Figure II-7. This chart is easily adapted to data for 
dPf/dw as a function of w by considering each value of dPf/dw as a 
given percentage of the maximum value and plotting accordingly. A 
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physical dimensions of the chart and the power differences at the 
extremes of the chart, then adjusting the location of a square to fit 
the maximum value of dPf/dw. A calibration area of 0.1 cal/gm min 
is useful in a part of the atmosphere where a very large temperature 
gradient exists (such as the surface layer) and the resulting heating 
rate is large (tenths of a degree per minute). For applications in 
the free atmosphere where heating rates are usually in terms of 
degrees per day, a calibration area equal to 0.001 cal/gm min would 
be more appropriate. To use such an area requires drastic stretching 
of the ordinate axis to allow the area to span a temperature 
difference of one degree. This is more easily done with a numerical 
calculation t~an on a chart and for these purposes the chart serves 
mainly as an aid to visualization by providing a schematic of a 
particular situation. 
A description of the numerical methods used to evaluate equations 
II-53 is given in Section III. 
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III. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF HEATING RATE EQUATIONS 
A. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM 
A FORTRAN program has been written to evaluate equation II-53, 
a listing of which is given in Appendix 1. The program utilizes the 
technique of integration by summing trapezoidal areas. This technique 
is easily visualized on a schematic chart (Figure II-7) as described 
1n Section II. To insure the accuracy of this method of integration, 
the width of each trapezoid is automatically adjusted so that the 
change of the ordinate of the function being integrated is less 
than one percent of the maximum value of the function. This change 
in width is accomplished by adjusting the size of the increment of 
altitude between calculation points. The normal altitude increment 
is 100 meters and this value is reduced as necessary to a minimum of 
one millimeter. An altitude change of one millimeter corresponds 
to a very small change in temperature in the atmosphere, and it follows 
that the variation in black body radiation between two such temperatures 
is also very small. The trapezoidal areas being summed are formed 
by the difference in radiation between two altitudes and the average 
value of the function dPf/dw between these altitudes. From the above 
considerations, it can be seen that errors resulting from integration 
by summing areas are kept to a minimum. It is very important to 
minimize integration errorssince the final value is the small 
difference of two large values. The program assigns the proper 
algebraic sign to each incremental area depending on whether the 
working level is above or below the reference level and whether the 
temperature is increasing or decreasing with altitude. The program 
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assumes that the stratosphere is isothermal, any ouLgoing radiation 
at the tropopause is lost into space and that there is no incoming 
radiation. 
The total area under the curve is multiplied by p /c p 
w c a 
(calculated at the reference level) to give the heating rate. The 
calculations of the densities of the air (p ) and the absorber 
a 
(pw) are handled by subprograms with some additional calculations 
done in the main program. The program prints out the value of several 
variables at each reference level. Among these are the reference 
level altitude, temperature, mixing ratio of absorbing material, 
and the heating rate. The last three variables are also put into 
the form of graphs relating the altitude to each of the other variables. 
These graphs are printed out on the high speed line printer. Computer 
time required is about ten seconds per reference level on an IBM/360 
model 50. 
1. INPUT DATA REQUIREMENTS 
Data must be provided for some of the subprograms and this 
is read in before any parameters for the main program are read. The 
main program first reads the number of sets of data (i.e., the number 
of heating rate graphs to be produced) to be processed, and then the 
number of lapse rates to be used with the current set of data 
(minimum of two). This is followed by the lapse rates in units of 
°C/meter and altitudes, in meters, representing the base level of 
each respective lapse rate. The last lapse rate should be equal to 
zero and its.base altitude is the tropopause altitude. Next, the 
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ground temperature in °C and the constants used to determine the 
absorber concentrations plus the number of reference levels to be 
used with the current set of data are read. Lastly, the various 
reference altitudes in meters are read. The next data to be read 
is the number of lapse rates used in the following data set, and so 
on for the specified number of data sets. 
B. DESCRIPTION OF SUBPROGRAMS 
The temperature subprogram uses the data given for the lapse 
rates and their respective base altitudes. The subprogram can handle 
up to 50 different lapse rates, but it assumes that all altitudes at 
and above the last given altitude are isothermal. It would be a 
simple matter to substitute a subprogram that would interpolate 
between values from a "table look up" of observed temperature points 
of actual data. The temperature is handled as a double precision 
variable (i.e., 16 significant digits rather than the normal 8) since 
the temperature differences between two closely spaced altitudes 
may be very small. 
A subprogram is provided to look up atmospheric pressure for 
given altitudes. This subprogram requires a table of altitudes in 
feet with appropriate pressures in inches of mercury which is among 
the data read in for the subprograms. The table of pressures and 
altitudes is from a standard model given by TREWARTHA (1954). 
Actual data could be substituted but it is not critical. The pressure 
at each reference altitude is needed in order to calculate the density 
of air. The density is calculated from the ideal gas law, using the 
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temperature given by the temperature program, and is corrected for 
water vapor content. 
A subprogram is used to calculate the optical depth of absorbing 
material between the working and reference level. This program would 
normally have to accept sounding data, or similar actual data, and 
perform an integration to find the optical depth. The listing in 
Appendix l shows an integration technique satisfactory for calculating 
the optical depth of water vapor when the density of this absorber 
is given by an exponential model. The model used is written 
P (z) = P 
w w 
0 
-az e III-1 
where (p ) is the density of water vapor, (p ) is the density at 
w w 
0 
altitude z=O, and (S) is a constant. To give a constant relative 
humidity in a standard atmosphere a would be 0.00045. 
With a given set of data for dPf/dw versus optical depth, a 
"table look up program" with interpolation is probably the easiest 
method of calculating values for dPf/dw. For purposes of comparison 
with previous claculations concerning water vapor absorption, the 
data of ELSASSER (1960), for the rate of change of emissivity with 
optical thickness, was approximately fitted with a power function 
and the values of dP /dw calculated directly (see Section IV B). 
f 
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IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
A. CALCULATION OF HEATING RATES IN PARTICULATE POLLUTION 
To use th0 methods we have developed for the study of an actual 
pollution situation would require a knowledge of the particular 
atmospheric temperature structure, the concentration of absorbers 
in the atmosphere and, most importantly, the variation of dPf/dw 
as a function of optical depth for the absorbers under consideration. 
Although this information for polluted atmospheres near the ground 
is not available, it would be possible to make measurements to 
determine it. To make these measurements, one might use a device 
in which various gas and/or particulate mixtures could be introduced 
into a chamber where the infrared absorption and its rate of change 
could be measured with respect to the optical mass of intervening 
material. To get the long pathlengths needed, one might use some 
sort of mirror folding arrangement. Also, it migh~ be possible to 
use a measuring scheme involving an actual atmosphere and a parallel-
beam radiometer as described by BROOKS (1952). 
Some data (arrived at by the above method) relating the integrated 
absorption to optical depth have been published, but the rate of 
change of absorption is rarely mentioned. An effort was made to 
differentiate graphically these data with respect to optical depth. 
However, heating is due largely to conditions near the area of 
interest (within a few hundred meters). In the free atmosphere 
(with normal temperature gradients), working altitudes very near the 
reference level are extremely close to the same temperature. The 
large values of dPf/dw obtained for small optical depths are 
largely offset by the fact that these small optical depths are 
nearly isothermal. The optical depths corresponding to ~ltitude 
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changes of a few meters to a few hundred meters result in relatively 
small values of dPf/dw and it is impractical to measure these small 
values f~om graphs (the form of most published data for absorption 
versus optical depth). 
F. Moller performed calculations of heating ~ates near 
discontinuities in wate~ vapor and haze concentration and an 
English translation of these results are repo~ted in a pape~ by 
SHEPPARD (1958). Moller's calculations conce~ning the effects 
of haze on the heating rates were based on the assumption that the 
pa~ticulate mate~ial was in the form of gray body spheres one micron 
in diameter, with a mean absorption coefficient of 0.7xl0-4 /cm. He 
assumed that these gray spheres were twice as numerous at the ground 
as at the top of the haze layer (1.67 km), that there were no 
pa~ticles above 1.67 km, and that the mean concentration was 1000/cm3 • 
With this model Moller predicted a cooling rate of l3~C/day at 
1.67 km, or about 5.5°C/day more than with the wate~ vapor dis-
continuity alone. The parameters used by Moller do not lend themselves 
to use in the heating rate program described in this thesis, since 
it would require that for the average particulate concentration 
-4 for w~l.4 104cm dPf/dw = Q.7xl0 /em X 
dPf/dw = 0 for w > 1. 4 x 10
4cm 
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This would imply that a layer of haze only 140 meters thick would 
absorb all of the radiation incident upon it. The applicability 
to actual pollution conditions of such a model as Moller's is very 
doubtful. Current data indicate that the size of the particles is 
too large for the concentrations assumed (or conversly the concentrations 
too great),CLARK (1967) and that the absorption coefficient was too 
high, ROACH (1958). 
Roach points out that it is unlikely that pcu~ticulate absorption 
is as important as had been assumed earlier. However, he concludes 
that there is an important cooling effect due to particulate pollution 
and/or water vapor that serves to sustain a "pollution dome" over 
London. In any case, if data for dPf/dw in polluted conditions can 
be supplied to the program, the calculated cooling rates can be 
compared to other factors (such as convective mixing, etc.) affecting 
the stability of the inversion and thus determine the relative 
importance of radiational cooling. 
B. CALCULATION OF HEATING RATES FOR MOIST AIR 
Water vapor is the most important single infrared absorber in 
the atmosphere. It is common to find an inversion where the water 
vapor content is larger below the inversion than above. This 
condition is similar to the case of particulate matter trapped under 
an inversion. A change in water vapor content will lead to increased 
infrared cooling or heating near the change. The heating effects of 
water vapor are an excellent indication of what might be expected 
from particulate matter. ELSASSER (1960) has calculated the value of 
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dPf/dw (which he calls rate of change of emissivity) as a function 
of optical depth for water vapor and carbon dioxide. The Elsasser 
data on water vapor have been used to test the ability of the heating 
rate program to give results comparable to previous calculations made 
by Moller. Moller's calculations of heating rates near discontinuities 
of relative humidity were based on a surface temperature of l0°C, a 
lapse rate of 6°C/km, and a relative humidity of 100% below 1.67 km, 
and 20% above 1.67 km. When these parameters were put into the program, 
the results at all altitudes agreed very closely (within 10%) with 
those of Moller and a plot of both results appears in Appendix 2, 
Data Set 1. 
Appendix 2 contains sets of output data from the program for a 
variety of input conditions. It should be kept in mind that the 
scales of the graphs are adjusted so that the maximum and minimum 
value of the variable being displayed correspond to the extremes of 
the graph. Data Set 2 shows the effects of a constant lapse rate 
of 6°C/km and a discontinuity of relative humidity from 80% to 20% at 
500 meters altitude. A cooling rate ranging from 3.3°C/day at 50 meters 
to a maximum of 6.25°C/day at 500 meters is indicated and above 500 
meters the cooling rate quickly returns to about 1°C/day. This 
cooling would tend to create a radiation inversion at 500 meters. 
Data Set 3 illustrates the effects of a constant 80% relative 
humidity with an inversion characterized by a lapse rate of -6°C/km 
from 500 to 700 meters and 6°C/km elsewhere. The higher temperature 
peak shows a cooling rate of 2.85°C/day and the lower temperature 
peak at 500 meters, as would be expected, shows a relatively smaller 
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cooling rate of 0.24°C1day. The cooling rate near the ground is 
about 1.7°C/day and well above the inversion about l.25°C/day cooling 
is indicated. Results from a constant relative humidity of 20% are 
similar, indicating a maximum cooling rate of 2.3°C/day and a minimum 
of 0.2°C/day. These conditions will act to "smooth" the temperature 
inversion and cause it to dissipate. 
It is very interesting to combine the humidity discontinuity 
of Data Set 2 with the temperature inversion of Data Set 3. The 
results of such a combination are given as Data Set 4, which shows 
that the cooling effect of the absorber discontinuity completely 
overshadows the relative warming effect of the temperature minimum 
at 500 meters. The cooling rate is about 3.3°C/day at 50 meters (the 
same as in Data Set 2) and increases to a maximum of about 4.1°C/day 
between 450 and 475 meters. The cooling rate at 500 meters is about 
the same as in data set 3 (2.8°C/day). The minimum cooling of about 
l°C/day is shown to be between 500 and 525 meters. A relative cooling 
peak of 2.4oC/day is indicated at 700 meters and above this the cooling 
returns to normal. The maximum cooling occurs about 35 meters below 
the inversion and absorber discontinuity while the relative minimum 
occurs about 10 meters above. These conditions will tend to sustain 
the inversion and prevent the penetration of moisture and pollution 
laden air from below and thus form a "pollution dome". 
Data Set 5 shows the result of a change in relative humidity 
from 80% to 20% at 500 meters with an isothermal atmosphere below 
500 meters and a lapse rate of 6°C/km above. A cooling rate of 
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7.5°C/day is indicated at 500 meters, which will tend to create an 
inversion at 500 meters similar to the one in Data Set 4. Data Set 6 
is the same as Set 5 except that the lapse rate below 500 meters is 
-6°C/km. The cooling rate indicated is 8.9°C/day; the increase over 
the result in Data Set 5 is due to the temperature peak and the increased 
temperature at 500 meters. 
C. DISCUSSION OF ERRORS 
Data Set 7 shows the results obtained from the program for a 
constant lapse rate of 6°C/km and a constant relative humidity of 
SO% over the entire troposphere. The cooling of 2.2°C/day indicated 
near the tropopause is incorrect and can be attributed to the fact 
that the program considers the stratosphere as a black body at 0°k. 
This effect is negligible below 7 km and does not affect the calculations 
made near the ground. To eliminate the error near the tropopause 
would require that the integration be extended through the stratosphere. 
Considering the approximations made in equation II-49 there is doubt 
that the program functions proper~y in the boundary layer extremely 
close to the ground. Again this fault is not serious in the region 
of interest. The heating rate equation used by the program contains 
no method of correcting for pressure broadening (or lack of it), but 
in the regions of interest this does not present a problem. Also, 
co 2 has been neglected,but this should cause no problems since its 
effect is very small compared to that of water vapor. 
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Since the entire development of the program was intentionally 
approximate, the values calculated for heating rates should be 
considered as good indicators and not highly accurate. The most 
outstanding feature of this program is the ability to give excellent 
detail concerning the relative heating rates very near temperature 
and absorber anomalies. 
D. SUGGESTED FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS 
An effort should be made to provide some good data for dPf/dw in 
polluted air, a study which will require a great deal of work to 
provide trustworthy results. However, the applications of such work 
should prove very interesting. A feasible experiment would be to 
make measurements of moisture content, temperature, and the radiation 
balance at each level in an actual pollution dome. With radiation 
balance data it would be possible to predict the actual heating 
rates. The program could be used to predict the contribution due 
to water vapor and perhaps infer the effects of the pollution. 
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APPENDIX I 
Program Listings 
This appendix contains a listing of the programs described 
48 
in the text. Also included is a typical set of input data satisfactory 
for the program as it appears in the listing. A physical description 
of each input variable appears as a comment in the program just 
prior to its usage. 
OCOl 10(' f)(liiPI_F. P~FCISffJN T TT,OT TEt-1P,Z,OZ RLEV 000~ 1 OIMFNSFJN Rtf 10'JJ ,!n:"'1{100l RMIXflOO) HRTOtlOO) 




---- c- RFAD TN nATA FOR SUAPROGRAMS . ---- . -- --- . - - - ------~---------
C004 
0005 
? RF~O (1,104) (ALT(Jl,PR(J),J=l,19) 
104 FOP~AT (?E1A.8) 
c 
c C RF AD---n..J l HE N . ~ll"'1BER OF DATA SETS (NDSJ 
0006 204 RFAO (1,3C4J NOS 
0007 304 FnPM~T (I~) 
---oooe-------4o-4--nn-~r;q---rnArA·=-r;-r-.Jos 
c 
C PEAl) II\! THE NU"18ER o~ LAPSE RATFS (NLR) ANO 
C RE~O IN LAP5E RATES (G(J) AND qA5E ALTITUDES FOR SAME (H(Jf) 
L 
0009 504 REAO (1,104) NLP 
0 0 1 0 5 R F ft n ( l , 1 0 4 ) ( G ( J ) , H ( .J ) , J :: 1 , N l R J 
0011 106 FOP~AT (5Fl4.6l 
-------------- -c------ -- - - -·- --- ---- --- ------
c RFL\0 IN NlH1flt=R OF P.EFERENCE LEVELS (K) GROUNO TEMPERATURE (TG) 
C CONSTANT FOR EXPONfNTIAL MODEL OF VAPOR DENSITY (Bl INITIAL 
C VhDOR OFNSITY (RW1) SECOND VAPOR OENSITY (RW2) ANO THE 
C t\LIIIOflt wHERE IRE DENSITY tRI\NGE$ (HCAGJ 
c 0012 7 PEAD (1,108) K,TG,R,RWl,RW2,HCHG 
0013 lOP. FOR~AT (T4,F12.0,4Fl~.6) c ---·"-- -------. ------- -- "··--"------------ ------------
c RFhD IN THE K REFERE~CE ltVELS (Rl(J)t 
c 
0014 9 RE~n (1,10~6~)~CR~L~(~J~)~,~J_=~l~,K~)----------------------------------------mn 5 -rccr-w P I T E -nt7 
0016 209 FOP~AT (1H1) 
c 
C DF.FHJF ~OLF.CUI.AR GAS CONSTANT (RM) SPECIFIC HEAT OF AIR (CP) AND 
- C RnL TlrL~NS CONSTANT -c STGMAr 
r: 
0017 10 RM = 0.2R7 
001~ 11 f,P = 0.?.39 
--octq tT:;!T';"MJr=-r-~1"""7T-~n------------------------------------------
oo2o 13 TO = TG + 273.16 
0021 14 no 57 t=l,K 
r 





0~2~ 15 APf-A = 0.0 
-ca?.J -6-nl~=_,...~~.,.....:· -=----------------------------
0024 17 TT = TO 
007.5 1~ RlFV = ~L(JJ 
0026 lq CnNTfNUf 
-- 0077 - ---- 2r 1 = nz · ---------~~~~-~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~---~ 
002q 124 Wl = OPTO(Z,RLEVJ 
OQ2q ''4 IF (Wl) 3?4,524,524 
co3o ~?4 r'.~~ ~-=---==-~...iL---------------------------0031 4?.4 r,Q TO 25 
0032 524 WlS = 1.0 
0033 ?5 T1 = DPDW(ABS(WlJ) 
M3_ 4 12 5 I NL _--=-i' 
c 
C CONTROLS FOR AOJUSTING THE RATE OF INCREMENT C AOZJ 
c 
0035_ _ ___ 225___LE __ LDAB_S(£LEV-Z l-100.0) 325.325._825_ 
G016 - 3'~ IF (OA~S(RLEV-Z)-10.00) 425,425,625 
0037 425 A07. = 1.0 
003R 5?5 r,n Tn 07.~ 
_C03Q 6?5_ AOl_ =_ 1.(1.0 _________________________________ _ 
0040 725 GO Tn Q25 
0041 ~2~ ~0! = lOO.C 
004' q7~ CnNTJNUE 
004~ 2A nl = l + AOl 
'004 3-lf? = OP OW fA B~S,._,(r-;:O..,.P:-:;:T=o,..( -=-o-=-7 ~~;::-,:L~E::-:-_ V-:-:)-r}-r)-------------------
0045 12 IF (0.01- A~SC(Tl-T2l/313.0)) 33,33,35 
0046 ~3 A07 = ~OZ/10.0 
0047 113 I~r = INr. + 1 
-oo4 q ---,4- -r,n rn-- ( 2 6, 7 6, ~6-;-l'> r~-tNc 
0049 3~ OP~VE = (Tl + T2l/2.0 
0050 16 T = TT 
__M51 3 7 TI = T£~fl ( D ZJ 
0052 ---- 3R OT = T - TT 
0053 3q DE = Sir,~A*(4.*T*T*T*OT+~.*T*T*DT*DT+4.*T*DT*DT*DT+DT*OT*OT*OTJ 
c 
_________ C __ _ ~rrUMlJLATION_OF_nA_P.E_I\ __ B.Y__j_~_IE_GRALlON WITH SIGMA*T**4 CALCULATION 
c 
0054 4f APEA = AQfA + OE*OPAVE*WlS 
0055 41 IF fDl-HfNUUJ 10,42 9 42 
005h 42 APFA : AQEA - OPI\VE*SIGMA*TT*TT*TT*TI ~l;57 4~F (R[(Il-HCHG) 44,44,46 
OQ.:;~ 44 RW(' = P\oJl 
OQ5q 45 r.o TO 47 




C r !I L ·~ t J L ,". T J () N flF V f.. P '1 R I) E N S 1 T Y A T R E F E P r N C E L f V E l ( R W L ) fl. I R 
C TrMDFPfi.TUPE AT REFEPE~CF LEVFL (ATEM(f)) AIR DENSITY AT 
______ ,.r::___ _ REFERf_NCf LEVEL (Rfi.IRLJ V4PfJP OENSITV CORRECTION FOR AIR 
C DENSITY (RAM) MIXING RATIO IN GRAMS/KILOGRAM (RMIX(I)) 
C HEATING RATE IN OEGO~ES/~INUTE (HRTM) HEATING RATE IN DEGREES 
C PfR OAY (HRTD(f)) c-·-- - - -- ------
0061 47 RWL = RWO*EXP(-lt~l(J)) 
006? 4R ATP~(J) = TF~P(RLEV)- ~73.16 
_QQQJ 4c- .Bc_~JR l = PR_F,__$_( P_l_E_yj_L ( R-rl--1.<.*,._,( A::o-:T'-"f~M-'-7(-71+.)-:'-.+7-2-r-7=3~. _,_;16~)~)'-----------------
C C 64 50 P AM = R7\1R l * R7d R L I ( R 1\ I R L + 0. 6 1 * R H L ) 
0065 ~1 RMJX(J) = lOCG.O*RWL/RAM 
006o 5? HRTM = (hRFI\*RWl)/(CP*RA~) 





WPJTE OUT RESULTS AT RF.FEOFNCE LFVFLS ALONG WITH CONSTANTS USED 
IN THE CALCULATIQ~S ALSO PROOUCE PLOTS QF THE RESULTS 
--cDn,q 5r.:-wPTTF-T~,?5'5)~["TI J ,ARF/\,ATt:·H I J ,Ri·qXTJ J,HRln( I} 
OC69 255 Fr~MAT (////lOX,'RL = •,FA.l,5X,•AREA = •,1Pfl6.R,5X, 1 TEMP = '0PF1 
l0.4,~X, 1 MTX PATIO= •,F6.2,~X, 1 HFAT R~TE = •,Fl0.3) 
0070 3'5') WPTTE (3,455) PWI.,RAIRL,RM..,,Wl,T1 
-·or71 __________ ---455 FflR~~,T (/,lCX,'IHll = 'iF6~?,;.-----R7\fR(RLJ = r9~Zfl 
1, 1 W AT TR-PhUSE = ' 9 Fl0.6 9 ' DPOW = 1 ,Fl2.6) 007.:> 57 cm1 T I N'JF 
RAM= 1 ,FA.2 
0073 ,A C~ll PPLT (HRTO,RL,K) 
--clC74 5c WR!lF ( ~,zf.l)~.:::;...!.~~....:..._------------------------
007~ 260 FflPMAT (//16X,'HEATTNG RATE (OEG C/DAY) VS ALTITUDE (METfRSJ'J 
0076 61 CAll PPLT fATEM,RL,Kl 
0077 A2 WPITE (3,26~) 
--oon~ --------- ---zA 3 Ff1P ~,fl T {I I 16X,' TE._,PERATURr1nFG·-cr-vs-AtT I TUUr-rME I ERS J ' J 
007Q 64 (ALL PPlT (RMJX,RL,KJ 
00~0 o5 WPITF (3,266) 
0081 266 FORMAT (//16X,•~IXING RATIO OF A~SORRER (GRAMS/KG) VS ALTITUDE (ME 2 6 7rrr~sr.,. ,-rn-
0082 6R WRITE (3,?69) Tr,,R,RWl,RW?,HCHf,,(G(J),H(J),J=l,NLR) 
0081 ?A9 FnRMAT (/5X,'GRND TE~P = •,F6.2,• BETA= 1 ,1PE12.3,• RWl = •,o 
0CA4 
0085 
lPFA.Z,' RW? = •,F6.2,' ALT OF HCHG = 1 9 lPE12.5,////,T22, 1 LAPSE 
· 2 P" rr- •, T4~, • A L T rrum= • ,-r;rr, ?ox-,-1 PE17~4--,T~1 ;o-PR-;1 
1?69 WPIT~ (,,?/691 
2269 FnR~~T (1Hl,T?2,'ALTITUDE',T32,'TE~PERATURE 1 ,T45,'~1X RATI0 1 ,T55, 1 
lHFAT RATf',//) 
U Cl'l" 5 3 2 ~ 0 w f< I I F { 3 , 4 2 5 9 I ( R l ( J I , A I E fill { J J , R ">I! I X ( J J " A R I 1J ( J J t J = I t K J 
GCH7 426Q FnRMAT (T23,F9.l,T33,F8.4,T46,F6.2,T56,F8.3) 
008~ ~r,n CNJT HHir: 
OQAq 7C C~Ll EXIT 





1 F tJ~1 C T I nr~ n P D W ( W J t l SASS Eq F UNC:T I ON _________________________ _ 
c 
C FlJNf.TION SlJPROGRA~ FOR CALCULATION OF RATE OF CHhr-.JGE OF 
C AB~ORPTIQN WIT~ OPTICAL DEPTH 
c 
-·-coo? --------- --------7 IF- { 7 .cF.;.G5 ~--wr--T,-s-,-s--
ooo3 3 DPnw = o.l05/(W**0.845562J 
'00~4 4 RETURN 
000~ 5 OPOW = qa7.3 
UQ06 0007 ~F.Tfll{N 7 END 
------ - ---· ·-------------- ------------ -- ----- ---------- - -- ----------------
. 0001 
c 
1 DOUQLF PRECISION FUNCTION TE~PfZDUMJ 
t. FIJ~CT 1' IN SU5PKCJT7Rlf!'I-!FUR-T./\LC0[-I\ I I ON OF J EMPERA I ORE AS A 
C FUNCTION OJ= ALTITUDE WITH GIVEN LAPSE RATES 
c 
0002 OnUQLF PRECISION T 
-----cco3·---------- ~7- C flMMQN-Wt t '30t;OPrSC1, G( 5 OT;A {'50 J, I 0, l\LI ( 40 J , PR ( 40 J, RW I, RW2, ACAG, R, 
lNLP . 
0004 101 Z = lOU~ 
OC05 10? IF (Z-H(NLR)) 302,202,702 
UCOh l0[[ = P( N[R J - 1.0 
0(07 30? (nNTINUF 
oooq ~ 1 = 1 
oooq 4 r = To 
---oc 1 o ----------------· s -1 t= c z ....;H~ l+ 1 n--t')-,-n-,-n 
0011 6 T = T + G( 1 )*fH( 1+1)-H( I)) 
0012 7 I = t + 1 
001~ P GO Tn s 
-o-o-t4 o TP.~P = T + G(tJ~(Z-H(IJI 
0015 10 PFTURN 0'1 
0016 11 FNO r-v 
0001 
c 
1 Fll~-'CTION OPTO(Z,~LEV) 
FUNCTTIJN SU!~PRJJ[,R:AM FUR tALCUOfiiiN OF UPIICAL DEPTH 
c 
0002 7 rrM~ON Wl(50),0P(50J,G(50),H(50l,TO,ALTC40),PR(40l,RWl,RW2,HCHG,B, 
lNLP 
--oo 01 ------------, IF { R rFV~ Hr, liG l-"4-;; 4 99-
0004 4 IF CZ-HCHGl 5,5,7 
000~ 5 nPTO = PWl*CEXP(-B*Zl-EXP(-B*RLEVll/(A*lOOOQ.O) 
OOOF» 6 R FTIIP N 
--coot 7 OPIIl = {{RWl-RWZJ~EXP(-B~HCHbJ + RWZ*EXPl-B*ZJ - RWl*EXPC-B*RlEVJ J 
1/(P-*10000.0) 
0008 ~ PFTURN 
0009 q TF (7.-HCHG) 12,10,10 
--oo 1 o--------1 C DP TO = ---R W 2* t EXP t ~J3"*n ;;;.cXP"f~""B~tl:Vl~ * 10 0 0 0. 0 J 
0011 11 RFTU~N 
0012 12 OPTO = ((RW2-RWl)*EXP(-B*HCHG) + RWl*EXP(-B*Zl- RW?*EXPC-R*RLEVl) 
1/(P*lOOOO.O) 
001~ 13 RFTURN 




1 FUN(TlON PRFS(Z) 
(, -~UHfTRPf,RI\M FIJI{ l...l\lClJLAIIIJ~ (If /\I!'JI(JSI'A!: 10C PRESSURE AS fl. 
C FUNCTIO~ OF ALTITUDE FRO~ A GIVEN SET OF PARAMETERS 
c 
000' 7 r.n~~ON Wl(5C),OP(5Q),G(50),H(50l,TC,ALT(40J,PR(40),RWl,RW7,HCHG,B, 
--- ·---· --TNt q -·-
OCnl 3 ~l = 3.2~0R4*Z 
0004 4 JF (~L-lROOO.O) 5,'5,11 
oco~ ~ r = 1 
IJ '..J l 
0001 1 l F ( fl L - A L T ( I ) ) 9, 8, 6 
OOOq P P = PR(l) + (PP(t-U-!lR(II)*(ALT(I)-AL)/(ALT(I)-ALTCI-1)) 
OOGQ 9 PRr~ = P*33A6.4 ~-ooto ------- ----~-tr RrruRN~-------~~--~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
0011 11 PQFS = 50529.R*F.XP(-4.3Rl06E-05*CAL- lACOO.Q)) 
0012 12 R FTlJRN 
0013 1~ END 
U'l 
w 
,STAT£MENT il FORTRAN STATEMENT NUMBER 0 u 




--·- -- -. - - -·· .... - -- --
-
I ~.1. 9~_.Q~-L~ I I Z~.9.L.912 I I I I I I I 
l 10 010. 0 I . I I 2 . 8.. .8 I 6. . . I I I I I I I 
) 
1 20 010. 0 I I I 27.812 I I I I I I I 
... I 30 010. 0 I I 1 .2 6 811 I I I I I I I 
I 40 010. 0 I I I _2 S .. 814 I I I 1 I I I 
• I I I ' I 50 101 o .. 0 I I I ' I I I I I I I I I .2 14. B 19 I I I . I I I I l I I J 1 I I I I I I I I ' I . I I . ... j I 
I 60 010. 0 I I I 2 3 _._lt.l_9. I 
I 7Q__,_O~O 1 1 I 1 I 1 I I 1 1 I 1 I 2 3 a _Q ..19 I I 
80 0 0. 0 2 2. 2 2 INPUT DATA FOR THE I I I I ' I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I 90 010. 0 I I I 2 1 1~ 3 18 PRESSURE SUBPROGRAM I I I 
I 1 ~~!L 0 I 0, .0 I I I I ' • ' I ' ' . ' I 2 0. 8 15 I I I (19 CARDS) I 
I 1 10 ~0 10, 0 ' . I ' . ' I I ' .. I 1 9. 9 1Z t I I 
I I 
I 1,20~0~, I, • • I I 1 I 9. p 13 ' . . I 
-
I 
I I 1 ~Q.Ju_Q t Q . I I . I 1'18, 2 19 I t t t 
I 
I I 1 4.9~01.0, 0 .. I I -~~ -~-lJ~1· _5_il I 
I 
I 
•. 1 ,1,5~~~~ 9 _._____ . ___ L},_ 6 • 8 8 i I I I ' ' 1 I I I I I I I ! 
t 1 1 60 9 tO_.t_Q...___I I I 1___6_.__2 _1_._.___.. I I 1 I I I I 




I .r: ~.8Q 9 ~! 0. I . . , . I . . , _ ___i____l_lt__._i_Jt ~~-i.~ 1 _.l I I I I 
~STATEMENT i I 
NUMBER j FORTRAN STATEMENT 
60 65 70 72 1 5 6 7 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 
-- --- =-=----==============:::4 
, I I I I .... 1 •• ~ I 0 0 0 I _PA~A ~§.Ts OTQ, BOE .I~RoGEossaQ 
I ' 1 --'----'-- --'----'--1 j __ L '---'---'----J -~ 
2 0 
I . 0 I 0 I I t' ., 'f 0 • '! I v 0 I 0 I I I I ... v v I v I. I 0 I ___.___I I _.__t__l__l_S_ 0 _lo_jL_ I 0 I 0 0 
I ..........,... 
(REFERENCE LEVELS)~ I 
TYPICAL SET OF INPUT DATA FOR THE MAIN PROGRAM I LL ' 
t-----~--~-t~_.~~~~~-~ 
APfENDIX II 
Program Output for a Variety of Input Conditions 
This appendix contains output from the program as described 
in the text. The output is arranged into sets and is largely 
self-explanatory. 














2.41E 03 l 
1 
1 






1.82F 03 1 * 
1 ---·-----.... -----·--------·------------------------ -- ---· --------·------------------ ---------------------- ------------- ... -





------------ .. "----·-------- 1------------------------ ------------ " -- ....... ------- --------------------. ··-- ·-- "- ------·--






·--------------- -- --------- -" 1 ------- .... ·--- ""----------------------
1 
1 










------------1- --·-· ... -......................... ____________ ~----------·--·--··-----·----------·---···-_ ......... -...... --
5.COF 01 1 , 
·········--·····---····-·-····-···············----····-····-----------··---------··-···----·--·---··--
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
·S,OOF 00 ·6,23E 00 -4.46E 00 ·2.69E 00 .q,zoE-Ol 8,50E·Ol 2,62E 00. 4,39E 00 6,l6F. OC 7,93E 00 9, 70E oy. 




3,00E 03 1 








-----1-1-----------------------2.41F 03 l 
1 
1 
--............................ - ... 1...... . . . ..... .. ---- ...... _ .. ______________ .,____________________________ .. -.. . I ~R.H. '101 
--------~--------------------------------------1 
1 
l.B2E 03 1 















6,40E 02 l 
··-·--·--·--· ... -.. --.... -·----·-....... -........... ~ ...... ,., 








' ....... -- ........ -·-····-·.,_ ..................... --.. ···~-~-·,.·· .......... ~ ..... . 
--~~---L--·-·······----.. -------------··-------------·---·--- ----5,00E 01 1 
····················~·-································································--~--·-------·· 
• + + + + + + + + + + 
5,23E·Ol 1,22E 00 1.91E 00 . .2,60E OO ... J .• 29E ... OO. J,98E .. OO .. 4.67E.DO 5,37E 00 6.06E 00 6,75E 00. 7.44E..OL 
Ml X lNG RATIO OF A BSORRER I GRAMS/KG I VS ALTITUDE I METERS l for DATA SET 1 ·Ill m 
ALTITUDE TEMPERATURE MIX RATIO HEAT RATE 
;,COE 03 1 
-----L- ..... ··--····-····· - .. ·---------------11-+--
1 50.0 9,7000 7,44 -?. ~92 
1 250.0 8.5000 6,93 -7.1~0 
1 '750,0 5.~000 5,ql -2.105 
----· ····-··-··· 1 ...... 1000.0 .... 4.0000--------5,32 ---·2.569 ------· ---------·-···· ............... -----· ..................... .. 
1 1250,0 2,50CO 4,87 ·3,007 
1 150C,O 1.0000 4,47 ·4,0?R 
1 1600,0 (i,4000 4.37. -4.893 
* 
-----1-- B~LC.l900 4..2.7 ·439.\t-. -----------+--t--
2,41E 03 1 1670,0 ·0,0200 4,22 ·7,338 
1 1700,0 ·0,2000 · 0,83 ·l,?lR 
1 1800,0 ·C,AOOO O,R1 ·1,09? I 
-- ________ J " ··-·-··----2000.0 ... ·2.0000 0 •. 75-~0.983 ______ . -
1 2250.0 -3.5000 0,69 -0,914 
1 2500.0 ·5,0000 0,63 ·O,R67 
-----------··---"/-·-
1 3000.0 -8.0000 0.52 -0.785 I 
l I 
1.82E 03 1 





_______________ .. _ }_ ____ _ 













--- .. ..... 











Moller's calculation"'!.- ~\ 








+ + + + + + + + + + + 
----- -· --------- ·1,34E 00 ·6,68E OQ __ -6,03E.D0._~.31LQO_~Jt...71£..0~4.~6E. 00 ~3.41L00 .. ~2. 75E .00-~Z.lOLDC .. ~ 1.44E .. tU-~1.!iE~ 
HEATING RATE !OEG C/DAYI VS ALTITUDE (METERS) . DATA SET 1 ~ 
--~---------------------===~--------------
Z.OOE 03 1· 
1 

















1 * 1.22E 03 1 
1 
----------. --~-- 7R,fh--L201--------·----·-··-·· .. ---·--.. -·-----·-· ... 




.., . .,.-.. ------~------R•••••·•-··----
.. ...... -- ........ --- ............. -· ------ - . B.JCE-.D2 i ~---f____. ____________ .. _ .. _ .. -- ... _ ...................... . 
-----~--;--------------·---·-------------
1 \ 
1 ..... - .............. , .......... - ........ .. .. ··-----· ........ ---
1 










---·- ... .. ....... ____ ...... 
R.H. • 80\~. 
___ s ....... oi.W.or-'J.o._lt~.--__________________ ... ___ ...... -----.. -···---·--·------ ..,.. __ 
-----·-----····-··--···-------·····--·-·············-·······-···----------------·-········-····--····-
+ + + + + + + + +· + + 
7,5CE-Cl 1,27E 00 1.79E 00 2,31E 00 2,A3E 00 3.35E 00 3.87E 00 4,3qe 00 4,91E 00 5.43E 00 5,95E 00 
.. ---- . .. ....... ---------------.. ------· ... ·---- ... .. ................ -~-·----t 
' 
MIXING QAT!O OF ABSORBER IGRAMS/KGI VS ALTITUDE !METERS! for DATA SETS~ 2,·A, 5, and 6 






l ·-----··--· . ···-· ........... . 




1,61E 03 l 50,0 9J.ODO 5,.95 -J.34.J.-------------t----l 
1 100,0 Q,4000 ~.R4 -3,349 
l 200.0 p .8000 5,64 -~.497 
1 40C.O 7,6000 5.2~ -4.268 
---.. ·----.. ---.. ----------1---- --- ______ 45Q,L7.300Q __ 5,l6 ____ ·'t,674- --. 
I 4 75.0 7.1 ,00 5.12 -~.042 
I 500.0 7.0000 5.07 -6.252 
1 525,0 6,R50Q 1,?5 -1,329 
o.o 6.1000 1.24 -l.214t---
l 600.0 6,4000 1.22 -1.193 
1.22E 03 1 AOO,O 5,2000 1.14 -l,OB5 
1 1000,0 4.0000 1.06 -1.01Q 
--.. -----1-- ·---~-125Q,Q 2.5000 0 •. 97 ~0 •. 964------- ··-
1 150C,O 1.0000 0,89 -0,915 

















S,OOE 01 1 -----'"t-1~ ............... -------------- -----·--------------·----·-.. -------
--·--·-------·-·---~---·------·············-··---····· ············---------·····-·········-··---···-· 
~ ~ + + + + + + + + + 
-6.25F 00 -5.71E 00 ·5.17E 00 ·4.63E 00 ·4.09E 00 ·3.55E 00 ·3,01E 00 ·2,47E 00 ·1,92E 00 ·1.38E 00 ·8.43E·Ol 
. ····---~~----------------.. ··--··--------··-···· _____ ........................ ~------
HE~TING RATE IDEG C/OAYI VS ALTITUDE IMETERSI DATA SET ~ 
j 
.lJ 
2.00F 03 1 
1 




... . l·-- .... --· --
1 
1 





--_____ ._ .... --------~----·--·-
f ·6 °C/km · 
--l'-----~-·----j----·-------·----' 
1,22E 03 1 
1 
1 






R, 30E 02 1 






1 _____ .. ____________ _________________________ ·---·----·-""'"'". 









------------- - .. .. ··-·- --·-
5.00E 01 1 --~~~------------------.. --·'"·-···--· .. ··-----------"'11-
··-··--·-·····--··-·-···-·--··········-····-···--······--············----··--··············---·····--· 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
4,0CE-Ol 1,33E 00 2.26F. 00 3,19E 00 4.12E 00 5.05E 00 5.98E 00 6,91E 00 7.84E 00 8,77E 00 9,70E 00 
- .. - -- ····-----............... " ....... ________ _ 
'" ................. --.. ------·-·-· --


















1.22E 03 1 
1 














-------- _______ .. ~-R.H._ = ~0\ 
-----·-· .... - l ----·--··-·-----------------.................... -............. ---·-- .... * 









S.OOE 01 1 
-----------------····------···· .... 
... -·--·------·---.. --"-----
.......... ---· -· ........ _ ..... --
..._ .... _. __ -----
·····-·---···············---·-········--··················-····--······-···--··············--········· 
+ +' + + + + + + + + + 
3.03E 00 3.32E 00 l.61E 00 3,qOE 00 4.20E 00 4,4qE 00 · 4.78E 00 5,07E 00 5,36E 00 5,66E 00 5,q5E 00 
·-· ----~--------·· ·-·-----·----... ·--···- ~. '' ................. -··-·-·-----~-t 
~!XING RATIO OF ABSORRER IGR4MS/KGI VS AlTITUDE IMETERSI DATA SET 3 I 
ALTITUUE TFMPFRATURE MIX RATIO HEAT RAJF 
2.oor 03 1 
1 * 
----1 50,0 9,1000 5,95 -1.68(.)...8 - -- .. ----------····-----
1 150.0 0,1000 5,74 -1.46? 
1 250.0 P,5000 5,54 -1,127 
l 35C.O 7,9000 5,35 ·1.167 
1 ..... __ 400.C __ 7,6000_ .. 5.25. ____ -1.100 _, . 
1 450,0 7.~000 1.16 -0,927 
1 475.0 7.1500 5.12 -0.783 
1 ~oc.o 7.oooQ s.o7 -o.~36 
1.61E 03 1 525,0 7~15ilO 5,03 -l.04u.-__ _ 
l ' 550.0 7,3000 5,00 ·1.333 
l 600.0 7.6000 4,92 -1,656 
l 650.0 7.9000 4.~4 -2.000 
_ .... --1 ______ ... 675.0_8,0500 .4.81._·2,218 ________ _ 
l 700,0 A,2000 4,77 -?,847 
1 725.0 8,0500 4,73 -2,092 
1 750,0 7,9000 4,69 ·l,AA2 
I 1000,0 6,4000 4.29 ·1,459 
1 1250.0 4,9000 3,93 -1,308 
1.22E 03 1 1500.0 3.4000 3,60 -1.247 
l 2000.0 0.4000 3.03 ·1.133 
















. . . .. ~ -------- .... ____________ ....:.___ ____________________________ .... 










--·-· ........ , ... -- -------
···~-- -- ·- -------------~--------·-·-----------
___ 5..._..,0QLDl_.__ _ 
·-------,1£-.---------·----------.... '----· .............. .. 
----·--------···············-·-········--················---···--····--·······-···-·················--
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
-2,85E 00 ·2,59E 00 ·2.l?.E 00 -2,06E 00 ·1,80E 00 ·1,54E 00 ·1,28E 00 ·l,02E 00 ·7,58E·Ol ·4,97E·Ol ·2,36E·Ol 
-· ·-·--"-~....._ ______ , __________ .. ___ .. _, ___ . 
HEATING RATE IOEG C/OAYI VS ALTITUDE !METERS! DATA SET 3 
-----------------------------------------------------------
• 
2 ,OOE 03 1 
1 
* 
-----J....--- __ ., ______ ·-·-·- -···... ...... -··----··· ··-··. ... ·---~---· ---·---------·· ·-----· 
l ALTITUnE TEMP~RATURE MIX RATIO HEAT RATE 
1 
l 
. l G,O 9,7000 5,95 -J~211-
1 150,0 9,1000 5,74 -3,2R.O 
l 250,0 A,5000 5.54 -3,449 
1 . 35C,O 7,9JOO 5, 35 -~. 701 
---J..l ,eJ;~,J6l~E .u.;~.03-L-l---·· --·-------ACO,Q_7 .6000 5,25_.~3. 900-------·--··------- ,_ __ 
1 450,0 7,3000 5.16 -4,033 ' 
1 475.0 7.1500 5,12 -4,027 
1 ~oo.o 1.oooo s.o7 -2.a21 
------------1------- --·- .... --..;;5LQ25~.o--1.4.7.ul5~ou..u..o---l.!~6 -J •. n.1l---
1 550.0 7.1000 1,25 -1.27? 
1 600.0 7.6000 1.?.3 -1,448 
1 65r,,o 7,9ooo 1.21 -1,6A6 
-----J.-----675 .• L.B,Q500 __ 1,2Q_-1.870----·· --
1 700,0 A,2000 1.19 -2,16A 
1,22E 03 1 725,0 ~.0500 1,1R ·1,697. 
1 750,0 7.9000 1.17 -1.562 
------·····-··--·-····----1----- IQOO,O 6.4000 1.07 -1.213 
1 1250.0 4.9000 0,98 -1.100 
1 1500,0 3.4000 0,90 -1.024 












1 .... -------·-· ·-· ··-···········-···--·. l * .. -----------······-----··-- ····-····-··- .. 
------
·-----
. .. - ···----------~ 
- ~··- ... ··- ... 
l 
1 5.00F 01 1 ____ .. -------~--------·· .. -·--- , - -·-- ·---~"'' .... ~----- .... ···--·-·----~------~------ ---············-····--········-·····----······················--·--···· 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
·4,03E 00 ·3,7?.E 00 ·3,41E 00 ·3.10E 00 ·2.79E 00 -2.48E 00 ·2.17E 00 ·1,86E 00 -1.55E 00 -1,24E 00 -9,25E·Ol 
··-····-·· .. -··---- -----···-·-· .. ... .. 
HEATING PATF. IDEG C/DAV! VS ALTITUDE IMETERSI DATA SET 4 
------ .. - .. -----
' - ~ . --· 
01 
l/1 
---·----·····---- - ....... - .... .. . . ....... --· -- -·-- -- ·- ...... -- ---------·--------·---··-··-----···-·······--·---·· -·· ................. ··-··-- ----··- ----·--···· ---











































5.00F. 01 1 
.................................................................................................... -
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
------------l.OOF. oo t,90E--00--2~ao~--00-3.lOE-00---4.00E co ; •. ~E~O-Mo~0---7 .. 1at-OWY+.Of--0~-9t-lOE oo 1.ooe 01 1 
TEMPERATURE I DEG C I VS AlTITUDE I METERS I DATA SET 5 








• .-~··-·-·-·-··-••·~ ... , ·~ ,,...,~.," • ·••••••••-·------·•··-~-.,_,,, ·----·---·--·-··--·--·-·•·--•·-·-----
ALTITUDE TEMPERATURE MIX RATIO HEAT RATE 
1.61E 03 1 ~o.o to.oooo 5,95 -3.2J7. 
1 150.0 10.0000 ~.76 -3.529 
1 250.0 10.0000 5.57 ·3,919 
_______________ l___ __ Jso.o_lo.oooo __ s,39 -4.47L-----------·--
1 400,0 10.0000 5.~0 -4.862 
1 450.0 10.0000 5.21 -5.441 
1 475,0 10,0000 5,17 -5,91R 
------L-~---~500.0 ·lO.DOOO 5,J3 -1,5.4~,.----------1--
1 525,0 9,A500 1.27 -1,55g 
1 550.0 9.7000 1.26 -1.482 
1.22E 03 1 600,0 9,4000 1.23 -1.397 
_____ ! _________ Joo.u .. aooo 1~19 -l.29A-----·----
1 1000,0 7.0000 1.07 -1.142 
1 1500.0 4.0000 0.90 -1.009 










·--- ____ .1 _________________ .... , ________ .. ---·-----
~~----~~----------------------------~ 1 








5,00E 01 1 
······································----······················· .................................. . 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
--.. " "·-----·1,54E 00 ·6,88E 00_~6 .. 22LOQ_~_6LO.O. ·4.89E 00 ·4.23E 00 ... -:.1J1L00~.-91E. ... 0~.15LOO_~l • .58E. 00 ·9,23E·Ol 
HEATING RATE IOEG C/OAYI VS ALTITUDE IMETERSI DATA SET 5 









1.61E 03 1 
1 
1 














·-----............ _ .. _ .1 ___________ . _____________ _ 






-·------..... ________ 1 .. __ _ 
1 
1 








5,00E 01 1 
.................................................................... ········-···············--···--· 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
.. _____ 4.0CE 00 4,90E 00 .J.BOLOL1.1DL[O 7.60E 00 8.5QE . .00~ __ 9_,AOEJ0-J .• 03L01_!,.12LDLJ.21LCL-1JOE 01 
TEMPERATURE IDEG Cl VS ALTITUDE !METERS! DATA SET 6 01 (I) 








ALTITUDE TE~PERATURE MIX RATIO HEAT RATE 
---------l-------------------------------------·--------,_--1.61E 03 1 50,0 10,3000 5,96 -3,116 
1 150,0 1C,9000 5,78 ·3,677 
' 1 250,0 11.5000 5.60 -4,23q 
----- ····---------.. -1- ........ _ ... -. 350,0 ·-12.l000---5.43---·4,9Q7.-----··--····---·-······- ........ .. 
1 400,0 12.4000 5,14 ·5,477 
1 450,0 12.7000 5.26 ·6,242 
1 475.0 12.8500 5.2~ -6,940 
-----1 ~G~Q1Q-Q --'i§fT,.J. -8--~~------------+--
1 525.0 17.8500 1.28 -1.79q 
1 550.0 12.7000 1.27 -1.701 
1.22E 03 1 600,0 12,4000 1.25 -1,611 
·r----1-··· -···----7M10-u1sooo 1,2o~ .. l.4&b-- --------.. --..... ________ .. - ... ·-·-· _______ ........ -· · --
1 10CO.O 10,0000 1,08 -1.270 
l 1500.0 7.0000 0.91 -1.108 





----.. ------ ···------.. 1· .... _________ -------
P.,3CE 02 1 
1 
1 




--------·---------1" """ .. ... ------.............. . .. "'-----···-~----· ·--·-------·-·-----.------------------------ - ·-··- ·-·---~------~ .. ,. ~==~====~~~====~--------~ 




---·-.. -..... ____ ., _____ ------ 1 ... ' '" ..... 
' ' .................... , ... ··-------------




---------~------~---------------------5.00E 01 1 
-·····--·--·············--·--·-····-·--·-··--·--····--·················--· ···--·-····--·-·--------·--
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
-----· -- ------ .. ~s, 91 E 00 • 8.12 F ... M •.7,.llf--0.0~.6,54E...0~5.7S~4-..96t-00--~4.l7E-00--·-l, 38 E--00-~2, 5 9E- 00-~-l~GE -CO....'!-h-01-f-Oef 
I 
HEATING RATE (OEG C/OAYI VS ALTITUDE (HETERSI DATA SET 6 
.J 
il 








7.~0E 03 1 
1 
1 


































·--~--·--·------- ------··""~~----~-···--· --- --· ·-·-·. -
·····-------········--····-····································--·--·----·-····-··-····-·-·--·---···-· 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
--·--- ·-- -------· ---·4 • 70F 01 -4.l3E 01--3 ,56f--01--~2.9.9E-Ol--~..lt2-E--~l-~l.S-5E 01 -1.28E--0 1- ~ 7 .10E 00 -.1.40E- ~C . -4. 3CE 00 -l~OUl-_ 
TEMPERATURE IDEG Cl VS ALTtTUnE IMETERSl DATA SET 1 -.J 0 









7.60E 03 1 
l 
l 






5. 70E 03 1 
·-- ......... ------.. ·--------.. --







--------------- - l_ ___________ , ....... 






----------·- ........ - ... -··· 1. _____________ .. __________ ~---·---------------- ......... ---- -------------------- ---------
1 
l 








.. ·------.. ----·-·· ___________ .... ~-
----=-=----L __ 
0 .o 1 
····--·--·····--··············-····-·····--·······································-··········--------· 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
... __ ... _ 1, 50E·Ol 5, 12E·Ol J,JSE:-OL .. l • .24LO.O_lJbOE.O.O __ l.96l.0.0 __ 1J1LOL.2. 69E _OO . .J.D.5t. OLJ.42E .. OO_ .J~7aE...OL 
MIXING RATtO OF ABSORBER IGRAMS/KGI VS ALTITUDE IMETERS1 DATA SET 1 








7,60E 03 1 
1 
1 
_________________ ! ___ .. ___ ...... ·---- .... _________ .. ____ .. ___  
1 
. 1 AlTITUDE TEMPERATURE MIX RhTIO HEAT RATE 
I 
1 0,0 10,0000 . 3,78 -2.366 
1 500,0 7,0000 3,17 -1,2R3 
5,70E 03 1 1000.0 4.0000 2,66 -1,lll 
__ ---1--150Q,(L_J,OOOO 2.23-~1.032.--.---
1 2000,0 ·2,0000 l,8R ·0,9~0 
1 ?soo.o -s,oooo 1,57 -o,qqA 
. --. •· --- -----------
* 
·------~----~-~----------------- ----
1 3000,0 ·8,0000 1.31 -0,83A 
-----J..--_..500.D...:.l10000 1,11 -~SD~----------_, __ 
1 4COO,O ·14,0000 0,94 -0,770 
1 4500,0 ·17,0000 0,79 -0.747 
1 1COO,O -20,0000 0.67 ~0,722 
-------------.. 1 5500.0-·23.0000 __ _(),56 -0 • .10,~.-__ _ 
3.80E 03 1 6000.0 ·26,0000 0,48 -0,736 
1 6~00.0 ·29,0000 0.40 -0.768 
1 700C.O ·32,0000 0,34 -0,817 
1 75QC,O -35,UQQD 0,29 ·0,78C 
•··--····-••• •••••• •••-••••·---.. - ,_,.,_u *' o•• ••• '' 
1 8000,0 ·3R,OOO~ 0,25 ·O,RBO 
1 8500.0 -41,0000 0.21 -1.035 
1 9000.0 ·44.0000 0.18 -1.361 
______________________ l_ _ _95D0....0..:.4l~ODDn 0,15 -2.222 
-- ---------··--1 
1 








-··-···· ·--------------··-· .,, _________ ··-----~--· ---····· . .. 
--.,.....,..---1 .. :------;:,:··:::----:.:--·::---.. ::-···-·=·····::-···=-::::::;·-;;;;;-;;;;iiiiiiiil---~==------------o.o 1 .... 
··········-····························································-··-----·····-·-···----·--··--· 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
-- ------------~2.J7E OC -2.20E 00 .. ~1 •. 03E_jQ_:l •. 8.7LO.O .. _':LlO_lOO...:L.5.4.L00 __ ~1.3.7LOD...:.L20LOO .. ~.l.D4LOD ... ~B.JlE·DL~L.~OY 
I 
HEATING RATE IOEG C/DAYI YS ALTITUDE IMETERSI 
.DATA SET 7 
73 
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